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PROGRAM NOTES

Claudia Bucher (library ladders main gallery)
Panoptimonlum

Panoptimonium is a performative sculpture created in response to the theme of 1E9 and the physical constraints
of the venue. The piece attempts to enact a gestait synopsis of two decades lived directly above Hollywood
Blvd in the El Adobe Market Building in Thai Town/Little Armenia, (main gallery - library ladders)
Brian Black and Ryan Bulis (outside and inside gallery)
W h e e l b a r r o w Va l e t

From parking lot to gallery and back again, Ryan Bulis and Brian Black will help gallery goes to arrive to
Irrational Exhibits 9 in construction-grade style. Their latest collaboration "Wheelbarrow Valef puts the gallery
visitor In the seat of a decked-out wheelbarrow and transports them directly to show.

This artist team appropriates iconic activities and challenges preconceptions of masculinity, athleticism and
identity. Their assisted sculptures are exaggerated archetypes taken from the workplace, sports and pedestrian
life. By adjusting the familiar and pushing the level of absurdity in their art making, they invite the audience
reconsider the sanctity and boundaries of the art institution.
Look for the duo's complementary service as you park in the lot behind LACE Gallery.

Kent Anderson Butler (bicycle and platform main gallery)
Consecrated Marrow

It is easy to become numb to the urban culture that we are engaged in on a daily basis in Los Angeles. We get
up, go to work, do the things we need to do, go to sleep and Repeat! We often do not think much about feeding
the soul and enriching the lives of others. Consecrated Marrow, is a conversation between Sacred
Space:Objects, Landscape:Environmer)t, ArtistAudience and The Body.
Marsian De Leilis (storefront gallery)
RAGGEDY ANN TO REAL DOLL
With Chris Sheets

How do we negotiate our idea of personal identity in an ever-shifting landscape of technologies that can
drastically alter and re-map the body? In RAGGEDY ANN TO REAL DOLL, Marsian De Leills dissects what Is
just beneath the surface of Southern California body culture and our collective preoccupation with physical

perfection. Transforming the storefront window of LACE into an operating theatre, he performs experimental

cosmetic procedures. Viewers are encouraged to use protective binoculars and decontamination footles as one
of America's most beloved dolls goes under the knife. Marsian's handmade spectacles memorialize

obsessional lives. His epic doll installation, (ln)/Animate Objects is currently on view at Los Angeles Municipal

Art Gallery through July 3"* as part of the 2016 C.O.L.A. Fellowship Exhibition. For details, please visit
www.MarsianDeLellis.com or follow @hausofmarsian.

Monica Duncan and Samantha Mohr (various places in the gallery)
island floor stain, elliptical ceiling pool, iron plaid security gate
Performed by: Samantha Mohr
From two different vantage points, Monica Duncan (GielJen, Germany) and Samantha Mohr (Los Angeles,
California) will co-create a series of site-specific spoken choreographies for elements In LACE such as island
floor stain, elliptical ceiling pool and iron plaid security gate. The performance moves between technical
descriptions that re-focus our view of the space to the production of impossible tasks, rendered visible only in
our collective imagination.

